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ERGODIC OPTIMIZATION AND ZERO TEMPERATURE LIMITS
IN NEGATIVE CURVATURE
FELIPE RIQUELME AND ANIBAL VELOZO
Abstract. In this paper we study aspects of the ergodic theory of the geodesic
flow on a non-compact negatively curved manifold. It is a well known fact
that every continuous potential on a compact metric space has a maximizing
measure. Unfortunately, for non-compact spaces this fact is not longer true.
For the geodesic flow we provide a criterion that ensures the existence of a
maximizing measure for uniformly continuous potentials. We prove that the
only obstruction to the existence of a maximizing measure is the full escape
of mass phenomenon. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first general
result on the existence of maximizing measures for non-compact topological
spaces which does not require the potential to be coercive. We study zero
temperature limits of equilibrium measures for a suitable family of potentials.
We prove some convergence and divergence results for the limiting behaviour
of such measures. Among some consequences we obtain that the geodesic flow
has the intermediate entropy property and that equilibrium states are dense
in the space of invariant probability measures.
1. Introduction
Let pX,T q be a topological dynamical system and ϕ : X Ñ R a real-valued
function, or potential. An important goal in the subject of ergodic optimization
is to describe the largest possible space average of ϕ among invariant probability
measures. More specifically, we aim to understand the function
βpϕq :“ sup
µPMpT q
ż
ϕdµ,
where MpT q is the space of T´invariant probability measures, and to describe
the measures that achieve the supremum (if those measures exist). A measure
m PMpT q such that βpϕq “
ş
ϕdm is called a maximizing measure for the potential
ϕ. Natural questions in this context are, for instance, what conditions ensure the
existence of a maximizing measure, and if such measures exist, what can be said
about their dynamical properties and support. For a general overview on the history
and discussion of several aspects of ergodic optimization we refer the reader to
[J1, BLL, J2, Bo].
When X is a compact topological space and the maps T and ϕ are continuous,
the weak˚ compactness of MpT q ensures the existence of maximizing measures.
In this context it is known that generic continuous functions have a unique ma-
ximizing measure (see [J1, Theorem 3.2]), and that for expanding transformations,
the maximizing measure of a generic Lipschitz function is supported on a single
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periodic orbit (see [Co, Theorem A] and [HLMXZ1, Theorem A]). For Axiom A
flows it was recently proved that generic Ho¨lder potentials have a unique maximizing
measure supported on a periodic orbits (see [HLMXZ2, Theorem A]).
Unlike the compact case, if X is a non-compact topological space, it is possible
that continuous (or Lipschitz) potentials do not have any maximizing measure (see
[Io, Theorem 1.1], or Example 3.8). Despite this substantial difference between
the compact and non-compact case, there are situations where the existence of
maximizing measures has been obtained for non-compact spaces (mostly in the
setting of symbolic dynamics). For transitive (one-sided) countable Markov shifts
pΣ, σq and coercive potentials ϕ : Σ Ñ R with bounded variation (equivalently,
with summable variations and finite first variation), the existence of maximizing
measures was obtained in [BD] (see also [JMU]). Roughly speaking, a potential
ϕ is coercive if ϕpxq goes to ´8 as x diverges. In particular, a coercive potential
does not oscillate at infinity. For dynamical systems such as the full shift on a
countable alphabet (which has infinite topological entropy) such assumption is not
too restrictive: a potential with bounded variation and finite pressure is necessarily
coercive.
In this work we study a class of non-compact dynamical systems which are geo-
metric in nature: the geodesic flow over a non-compact negatively curved manifold.
Our first goal is to provide a criterion that ensures the existence of maximizing
measures for uniformly continuous potentials. In this context the dynamical sys-
tem has finite topological entropy and the coercive assumption is restrictive; we
ultimately seek for a criterion that applies to potentials that oscillate at infinity.
In order to state our main results let us first introduce some notation (for de-
tails we refer the reader to Section 2). Let pM, gq be a pinched negatively curved
complete Riemannian manifold, X :“ T 1M the unit tangent bundle of pM, gq and
pgtqtPR the geodesic flow onX . LetMpgq (resp. Mď1pgq) be the space of g-invariant
probability (resp. sub-probability) measures on X . We say that a sequence pµnqn
in Mpgq converges vaguely to µ P Mď1pgq if limnÑ`8
ş
fdµn “
ş
fdµ, for any
compactly supported continuous function f : X Ñ R. The mass of a measure
µ PMď1pgq is }µ} :“ µpXq.
For the rest of the introduction we assume that the non-wandering set of the
geodesic flow on X is non-compact, that is, pM, gq is not convex cocompact. Our
next definition plays an important role in this work.
Definition 1.1. For a continuous potential ϕ we define
β8pϕq :“ sup
pµnqnÑ0
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn,
where the supremum runs over sequences pµnqn in Mpgq which converge vaguely to
the zero measure.
Since pM, gq is not convex cocompact, there are sequences in Mpgq that converge
vaguely to the zero measure (see [V2, Theorem 4.19]), hence β8pϕq is well defined.
The importance of the quantity β8pϕq lies in the following result and its corollary.
Theorem 1.2. Let pM, gq be a complete pinched negatively curved manifold and
X “ T 1M the unit tangent bundle. Let pµnqn be a sequence of ergodic measures
in Mpgq which converges vaguely to µ P Mď1pgq. Suppose that ϕ : X Ñ R is a
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bounded from above and uniformly continuous potential. Then
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn ď
ż
ϕdµ` p1´ }µ}qβ8pϕq.
Corollary 3.7 Let ϕ be a bounded from above and uniformly continuous potential
such that β8pϕq ă βpϕq. Then there exists a maximizing measure for ϕ.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first general result about the existence
of maximizing measures in the non-compact setting that goes beyond the coer-
cive case (and symbolic dynamics). Moreover, our approach works for uniformly
continuous potentials, which is a regularity assumption weaker than summable vari-
ations, a standard hypothesis in the symbolic setting. Note that if ϕ is coercive,
then β8pϕq “ ´8. The condition β8pϕq ă βpϕq can be interpreted as a type of
dynamical gap between space averages on a large compact part and its complement.
Moreover, it impose no constraint on the behavior of ϕ at infinity.
Another consequence of Theorem 1.2 is the following. Let pµnqn be a sequence
in Mpgq such that limnÑ`8
ş
ϕdµn “ βpϕq, and suppose ϕ does not have a maxi-
mizing measure. Then pµnqn converges vaguely to the zero measure. Equivalently,
the only obstruction to the existence of a maximizing measure is the full escape
of mass of sequences with space average approximating βpϕq. This is analogous to
results known for the entropy of sequences of invariant measure (see [V2, Theorem
5.2]). For further details we refer the reader to Proposition 3.6.
Among measures with maximal space average some are physically more relevant
than others. This distinction among maximizing measures is done via the pressure
function and involves thermodynamic formalism. Let us be more precise. Let ϕ be
a potential such that tϕ admits a unique equilibrium state mtϕ for large enough
t P R. A ground state at zero temperature for ϕ is an accumulation point of the
sequence pmtϕqt as t goes to infinity. In the compact case it is well known that
ground states at zero temperature are maximizing measures with largest entropy
among those.
For subshifts of finite type, it is proved in [Br] that locally constant potentials
have a unique ground state at zero temperature, or equivalently, that the sequence
pmtϕqt converges as t goes to `8, whenever ϕ is a finite-range potential. For
countable Markov shifts with the BIP property and Markov potentials, the same
result was obtained in [Ke] (see also [Mo]). The situation is different for more
general potentials. Still in the context of symbolic dynamics, Ho¨lder potentials for
which the sequence of equilibrium states pmtϕqt diverges have been constructed in
[CH] and [CR]. For countable Markov shifts, the behavior of the sequence pmtϕqt
has also been studied without the locally constant assumption. For summable
potentials with bounded variation and finite Gurevich pressure, it is proved in
[FV] that ground states at zero temperature are maximizing measures and that the
entropy map t ÞÑ hpmtϕq is continuous at `8.
In this work we study zero temperature limits of a particular class of potentials.
We denote by F the family of Ho¨lder-continuous potentials ϕ vanishing at infinity
(see Section 2) and such that βpϕq ą 0. For ϕ P F and large enough t P R, the
potential tϕ admits a unique equilibrium measure mtϕ. In Section 4 we prove the
following result.
Theorem 1.3. Let ϕ P F . Every ground state at zero temperature of ϕ is a
maximizing measure. Moreover, they all have the same measure-theoretic entropy.
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Among the consequences of Theorem 1.3 we obtain that the geodesic flow verifies
the intermediate entropy property (see Corollary 4.13), and that the set of equilib-
rium states of potentials in F is dense in Mď1pgq, relative to the vague topology
(see Corollary 4.14). Finally, we construct potentials in F for which the zero tem-
perature limits converge and diverge. Since zero temperature limits are probability
measures (see Theorem 1.3), the divergence of pmtϕqt is equivalent to say that the
sequence has at least two probability measures as accumulation points.
Theorem 1.4. There are potentials ϕ P F such that pmtϕqt converges as t goes to
`8, and potentials such that pmtϕqt diverges as t goes to `8.
Structure of the paper: In Section 2 we collect some known facts about the
geodesic flow on a negatively curved manifold and set up notation used in following
sections. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.2 and some consequences of it. Finally,
in Section 4 we study zero temperature limits of potentials in F , where we prove
Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank G. Iommi for careful read-
ing and a wealth of useful comments on the subject of this article. We would also
like to thank Jairo Bochi for useful comments and clarifications.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Geometry. Let pM, gq be a complete Riemannian manifold. The unit tangent
bundle of pM, gq is defined as T 1M “ tv P TM : }v}g “ 1u. For simplicity, we
set X :“ T 1M . Since pM, gq is complete, the geodesic flow is well defined for all
time and we denote it by g :“ pgtqtPR, where gt : X Ñ X is the time t evolution
of the geodesic flow. The geodesic flow on pM, gq is the continuous time dynamical
system pX, gq. From now on we will always assume that pM, gq has pinched negative
sectional curvatures ´b2 ď Kg ď ´a
2, with 0 ă a ă b ă `8, and that the partial
derivatives of Kg are uniformly bounded. For general facts about the geodesic flow
we refer the reader to [Eb, PPS].
The non-wandering set of the geodesic flow is the set of points x P X so that for
every open set U containing x, and N ą 0, there exists n ą N so that g´npUqXU ‰
H. The manifold pM, gq is said to be convex cocompact if the non-wandering set of
the geodesic flow is compact. Since the dynamically relevant part of the geodesic
flow is supported on the non-wandering set of X , we will be mostly interested in
the case where pM, gq is not convex cocompact; if pM, gq is convex cocompact then
the dynamical system pX, gq is compact from the point of view of ergodic theory.
The universal cover of M is denoted by ĂM and let rX “ T 1ĂM . Let π : X Ñ M
and rπ : rX Ñ ĂM be the canonical projections and p : ĂM Ñ M the covering map.
The metric on M induced by the Riemannian metric g is denoted by d. We define
a metric on X , which we still denote by d, in the following way
dpx, yq “ max
tPr0,1s
dpπgtpxq, πgtpyqq,(1)
for every x, y P X . In a similar way we define a metric on ĂM and rX , which we
denote by rd.
We denote by B8ĂM the visual boundary of ĂM . The set ĂMYB8ĂM is the Gromov
compactification of ĂM and is homeomorphic to a closed ball. Using the ball model
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of real hyperbolic space we can identify this compactification with the round unit
ball; this is the representation we have in mind even if the curvature is not constant.
The isometry group of ĂM is denoted by IsopĂMq. It is well known that every
isometry of ĂM extends to a homeomorphism of ĂMYB8ĂM and that the fundamental
group ofM acts–via Deck transformations–isometrically, freely and discontinuously
on ĂM . We identify π1pMq with a subgroup Γ ď IsopĂMq. Since Γ has no fixed
points in ĂM , an isometry γ P Γ can be either hyperbolic or parabolic. A hyperbolic
isometry fixes two points at infinity (pointwise) and the geodesic connecting those
points (setwise). Such geodesic is called the axis of the hyperbolic isometry. The
axis of a hyperbolic isometry in Γ projects to a closed geodesic on M . A parabolic
isometry fixes exactly one point at infinity.
Let G ď IsopĂMq be a discrete torsion-free subgroup of isometries. Fix a reference
point o P ĂM . The limit set of G is defined as LpGq “ G ¨ ozG ¨ o, that is, the
set of accumulation points of the G´orbit of o in B8ĂM . The limit set of G is
independent of the chosen reference point. The groupG is said to be non-elementary
if #LpGq ą 2. If G is non-elementary, then the set of points which are fixed
(pointwise) by a hyperbolic element in G is dense in LpGq. For further details we
refer the reader to [Bow, Section 3].
An important number in this context is the critical exponent δpGq of G. It is
defined by
δpGq “ lim sup
RÑ`8
1
R
log#tg P G : dpo, g ¨ oq ď Ru.
Note that by triangle inequality the critical exponent does not depends on the re-
ference point o. The critical exponent can also be described as the critical exponent
of convergence of the Poincare´ series
PGpsq “
ÿ
gPG
expp´sdpo, g ¨ oqq.
Indeed, the series PGpsq converges for s ą δpGq and diverges for s ă δpGq. The
group G is called divergent (resp. convergent) if PGpsq diverges (resp. converges)
at s “ δpGq. The following proposition provides useful information about critical
exponents (see [DOP, Proposition 2]) which we will need in later sections.
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a discrete torsion-free subgroup of isometries. If H is
a divergent subgroup of G and LpHq ‰ LpGq, then δpHq ă δpGq.
Remark 2.2. If G is non-elementary we choose a hyperbolic element h P G and
define H “ xhy. It is not difficult to prove that δpHq “ 0 and LpHq ‰ LpGq, so by
Proposition 2.1 we conclude that δpGq ą 0.
2.2. Ergodic theory. We denote by M the set of all Borel non-negative measures
on X . The mass of a measure µ P M is the number }µ} :“ µpXq. We say that µ
is a sub-probability (resp. probability) measure if }µ} P r0, 1s (resp. }µ} “ 1). A
measure µ PM is g-invariant if µpgtAq “ µpAq, for every t P R and for every Borel
set A Ď X . We denote by Mpgq the space of g-invariant probability measures and
Mď1pgq the space of g-invariant sub-probability measures in M. If µ P Mď1pgq
has positive mass, we define µ :“ µ{}µ}, which is a probability measure.
We say that x P X is a periodic point if gT pxq “ x, for some T ą 0. Denote by
Opxq the periodic orbit associated to x. We define the periodic measure on Opxq,
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which we denote by µOpxq, by
µOpxq “
1
T
ż T
0
δgtpxqdt,(2)
where δy denotes the Dirac measure on y P X . Note that µOpxq P Mpgq for any
periodic point x P X .
Let CpXq be the space of continuous functions on X and CbpXq the subset of
bounded functions. The space of compactly supported continuous functions on X
is denoted by CcpXq. We endow CbpXq and CcpXq with the uniform norm, that
is, for ϕ : X Ñ R we set }ϕ}8 “ supxPX |ϕpxq|.
We endow Mpgq with the narrow topology. A sequence pµnqn converges to µ
in the narrow topology if for every ϕ P CbpXq, we have limnÑ`8
ş
ϕdµn “
ş
ϕdµ.
In a similar way we endow Mď1pgq with the vague topology. A sequence pµnqn
converges vaguely to µ if for every ϕ P CcpXq, we have limnÑ`8
ş
ϕdµn “
ş
ϕdµ.
Remark 2.3. In the compact case the narrow topology is the weak˚ topology. Cla-
sically, the weak˚ topology is dual to the space of bounded and continuous functions.
In the non-compact case we use the narrow topology, since the space of bounded and
continuous functions is not necessarily dual to the space of probability measures.
In the non-compact case Mpgq, endowed with the narrow topology, is typically
not compact. For this reason we work mostly with Mď1pgq, endowed with the
vague topology, which makes it a compact metric space (see [Kl, Corollary 13.31]).
The relation between the narrow and vague topologies is given by the next simple
and standard fact (see [Kl, Theorem 13.16]).
Proposition 2.4. Let pµnqn be a sequence of measures in Mpgq and µ PMď1pgq.
Then pµnqn converges to µ in the narrow topology if and only if pµnqn converges to
µ in the vague topology and }µ} “ 1.
In other words, the only obstruction to converge in the narrow topology, is the
possible escape of mass.
Remark 2.5. It is proved in [V2, Theorem 4.19] that, if pM, gq is not convex co-
compact, then there exist sequences in Mpgq converging vaguely to the zero measure.
In particular, a manifold pM, gq is convex cocompact if and only if Mpgq is compact
relative to the narrow topology.
The non-elementary assumption on Γ ensures that the set of periodic orbits is
dense in the non-wandering set of the geodesic flow. It turns out that, from the
point of view of periodic measures, the same property holds onMpgq (see Corollary
2.3 and Proposition 3.2 in [CS]).
Lemma 2.6. The set of periodic measures is dense in Mpgq with respect to the
narrow topology.
Given µ P Mpgq, we denote by hpµq the measure-theoretic entropy of the time-
one map g1 of the geodesic flow relative to µ. We refer to the map h : Mpgq Ñ Rě0
as the entropy map. The topological entropy of the geodesic flow pX, gq is defined
by
htoppgq “ supthpµq : µ PMpgqu.
The next result relates the topological entropy of the geodesic flow with the
geometry of the manifold. In the compact case this is due to Manning [Ma] and
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was later extended by Sullivan [Su] for hyperbolic geometrically finite manifolds.
The general case was proved by Otal and Peigne´ in [OP].
Theorem 2.7. Let M “ ĂM{Γ be a complete Riemannian manifold with pinched
negative sectional curvatures. Assume Γ is non-elementary. Then
htoppgq “ δpΓq.
Another important player in the ergodic theory of the geodesic flow is the entropy
at infinity. Roughly speaking, the entropy at infinity measures the chaoticity of the
system on arbitrarily small neighborhoods of infinity. For the sake of simplicity, we
define it in similar terms to the topological entropy. For a geometric definition of
the entropy at infinity (analogous to the critical exponent of Γ) we refer the reader
to [ST, V2].
Definition 2.8. The topological entropy at infinity h8pgq of pX, gq is defined by
h8pgq “ sup
pµnqnÑ0
lim sup
nÑ`8
hµnpgq,
where the supremum runs over sequences pµnqn converging vaguely to the zero mea-
sure.
As explained in Remark 2.5, if the non-wandering set of the geodesic flow is
non-compact, then h8pgq is well defined and lies in r0, htoppgqs. If pM, gq is convex
cocompact the entropy at infinity has no significance since Mpgq is compact and
sequences of measures do not lose mass.
We end this section recalling an important semicontinuity property of the en-
tropy map. It is well-known in the compact case that the entropy map is upper-
semicontinuous relative to the narrow topology. Since we are mostly interested in
the non-compact case we need to take into consideration the escape of mass, as this
is possible to occur. In this generality the next result was proved in [V2].
Theorem 2.9. Let pM, gq be a pinched negatively curved manifold. Let pµnqn be a
sequence in Mpgq which converges to µ in the vague topology. Then
lim sup
nÑ`8
hpµnq ď }µ}hpµq ` p1´ }µ}qh8pgq.
If pµnqn converges vaguely to the zero measure, then the right hand side is under-
stood as h8pgq.
2.3. Thermodynamic formalism. We start with the definition of the topological
pressure of a potential ϕ : X Ñ R. This generalizes the definition of topological
entropy of the geodesic flow.
Definition 2.10 (Topological pressure). Let ϕ : X Ñ R be a continuous potential.
The topological pressure of ϕ is defined by
P pϕq “ sup
µPMpgq
"
hpµq `
ż
ϕdµ :
ż
ϕdµ ą ´8
*
.
In this paper we will be mostly interested in potentials which are bounded. This
is a reasonable assumption as the topological entropy of the geodesic flow is finite.
In this case, the assumption
ş
ϕdµ ą ´8 can be omitted.
A measure m P Mpgq is said to be an equilibrium state for ϕ : X Ñ R if it
realizes the supremum in the definition of topological pressure. In other words, if
we have P pϕq “ hpmq `
ş
ϕdm, and
ş
ϕdm ą ´8.
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The following class of functions play an important role in this work.
Definition 2.11. We say that a potential ϕ : X Ñ R vanishes at infinity if for
every ε ą 0, there exists a compact set Kε such that supxPXzKε |ϕpxq| ă ε. The
space of continuous functions vanishing at infinity is denoted by C0pXq.
Note that C0pXq is the closure of CcpXq in CbpXq with respect to the uniform
norm. The next simple lemma states that C0pXq is the space of test functions for
the vague topology (see [V2, Lemma 2.20]).
Lemma 2.12. Let ϕ P C0pXq. Then the map µ ÞÑ
ş
ϕdµ, is continuous in Mď1pgq
relative to the vague topology.
A central problem in thermodynamic formalism is to understand under which
assumptions it is possible to ensure the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium
states. For convex cocompact manifolds this has been well understood for long
time: Ho¨lder-continuous potentials have a unique equilibrium state as consequence
of the symbolic coding constructed by Bowen [B2] and Ratner [Ra]. In our setting
the analogous result was proved in [PPS] (for ϕ “ 0 this was proved in [OP]).
Theorem 2.13. Let ϕ be a Ho¨lder-continuous potential. Then there exists at most
one equilibrium measure for ϕ.
In the non-compact setting it is possible that some potentials do not have an
equilibrium state (for instance see [V1]). This is true even for the potential constant
equal to zero (see [P]). A sharp criterion for the existence of equilibrium states for
Ho¨lder-continuous potential is presented in [PS]. For potentials in C0pXq we have
the following, easier to state, criterion for the existence of an equilibrium state. We
emphasize that potentials in C0pXq are uniformly continuous, but not necessarily
Ho¨lder-continuous.
Lemma 2.14. Let ϕ P C0pXq be a potential such that P pϕq ą h8pgq. Then there
exists an equilibrium measure for ϕ.
We say that ϕ P C0pXq is strongly positive recurrent (or SPR) if P pϕq ą h8pgq.
A more general definition of strongly positive recurrent potentials is given in [V2,
Definition 2.15]. In the context of countable Markov shifts SPR potentials were
introduced and studied in [Sa]. Because of the similarities between the thermo-
dynamic formalism of countable Markov shifts and the geodesic flow, one expects
that properties of SPR potentials known for countable Markov shifts also hold in
our set up.
We say that pM, gq is SPR if the potential constant equal to zero is SPR, or
equivalently, if htoppgq ą h8pgq. SPR manifolds have been studied in [ST], where
the authors proved a formula for the rate of change of the topological entropy under
suitable perturbations of the metric.
3. Ergodic optimization and maximizing measures
In this section we investigate under which conditions we can guarantee the exis-
tence of a maximizing measure for uniformly continuous potentials. Our main tech-
nical ingredient is Theorem 1.2, which we prove in this section. In the non-compact
setting it is fairly easy to construct potentials which do not admit a maximizing
measure (see Example 3.8), and a suitable assumption is required on the potential
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to rule out such cases. In contrast, for a compact metric space, the existence of
maximizing measures for a continuous potential is a well known and simple fact.
For completeness we provide a proof of this fact in the case where pM, gq is convex
cocompact.
Proposition 3.1. Let pM, gq be convex cocompact. Then every potential ϕ P CbpXq
admits a maximizing measure.
Proof. Since pM, gq is convex cocompact, the non-wandering set of the geodesic
flow is compact. This implies that Mpgq, endowed with the narrow topology, is
a compact metric space. The function A : Mpgq Ñ R, given by Apµq “
ş
ϕdµ is
continuous, and therefore it has a maximum. 
For the rest of this section we will always assume that the non-wandering set
of the geodesic flow is non-compact. Recall that for a continuous potential ϕ we
have βpϕq “ supµPMpgq
ş
ϕdµ, and that, in analogy to the entropy at infinity of the
geodesic flow (see Definition 2.8), we defined β8pϕq (see Definition 1.1). The basic
relation between βpϕq and β8pϕq is given by the following result.
Lemma 3.2. Let ϕ P CpXq and assume βpϕq ă `8. If ψ P C0pXq is a positive
function, then
β8pϕq “ lim
tÑ`8
βpϕ ´ tψq.
Proof. Observe that hptq :“ βpϕ ´ tψq is a decreasing function, in particular
limtÑ`8 βpϕ´ tψq exists. Note that the limit could be equal to ´8.
We will first prove that β8pϕq ď βpϕ ´ tψq, for every t P R. Let pµnqn be a
sequence inMpgq which converges vaguely to zero and such that limnÑ`8
ş
ϕdµn “
β8pϕq. By definition of βp¨q we know that
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
pϕ´ tψqdµn ď βpϕ ´ tψq.
Since the sequence pµnqn converges vaguely to zero and ψ P C0pXq, we have
limnÑ`8
ş
ψdµn “ 0. In particular, we get
β8pϕq “ lim
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn “ lim
nÑ`8
ż
pϕ´ tψqdµn ď βpϕ´ tψq.
This readily implies that β8pϕq ď limtÑ`8 βpϕ´ tψq.
We will now prove that limtÑ`8 βpϕ ´ tψq ď β8pϕq. Choose νn P Mpgq such
that
ş
pϕ´ nψqdνn ě βpϕ ´ nψq ´
1
n
. In particular
lim inf
nÑ`8
ż
pϕ´ nψqdνn ě lim
nÑ`8
βpϕ ´ nψq ě β8pϕq,(3)
where the last inequality was obtained in the paragraph above. We now separate
the analysis into two cases:
Case 1 (when β8pϕq “ ´8): If pνnqn does not converge vaguely to zero, then
lim supnÑ`8 n
ş
ψdνn “ `8, and the left hand side in (3) converges to ´8. If
pνnqn converges vaguely to zero, then by the assumption β8pϕq “ ´8, we have
limnÑ`8
ş
ϕdνn “ ´8, and we conclude that the left hand side of (3) converges
to ´8. In both situations we conclude that limnÑ`8 βpϕ´ nψq “ ´8
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Case 2 (when β8pϕq is finite): Observe that pνnqn converges vaguely to zero,
otherwise lim supnÑ`8 n
ş
ψdνn “ `8, which would imply that the left hand side
in (3) goes to ´8, and contradicts that β8pϕq is finite. We conclude that
lim inf
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdνn ě lim inf
nÑ`8
ż
pϕ´ nψqdνn ě lim
nÑ`8
βpϕ ´ nψq ě β8pϕq.
Since the sequence pνnqn goes vaguely to zero, the left hand side is at most β8pϕq.
In particular we get that β8pϕq ě limnÑ`8 βpϕ´ nψq ě β8pϕq. 
The key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is our next proposition, which
together with Lemma 3.2 will imply the result.
Proposition 3.3. Let ϕ be a bounded from above and uniformly continuous poten-
tial. Let pµnqn be a sequence of ergodic measures in Mpgq which converges vaguely
to µ PMď1pgq. Then
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn ď
ż
ϕdµ` p1 ´ }µ}qβpϕq.(4)
Before starting the proof of this proposition, we recall some useful dynamical
properties of the geodesic flow. First, recall that the geodesic flow restricted to
the non-wandering set is transitive (see for instance [Eb, Proposition 4.7.3]). In
particular, given a compact set K Ď X and δ ą 0, there exists L “ Lpδ,Kq ą 0
such that for every pair of points x, y P K there exists s “ spx, yq P r0, Ls and
w “ wpx, yq P K such that dpx,wq ă δ{4 and dpy, gspwqq ă δ{4. Second, by the
local product structure and the closing lemma, there exists N “ Npδ,Kq such that
the following holds: if x P K and gnpxq P K, where n ě N , then there exists
z “ zpx, n, δq such that
dpgtpxq, gtpzqq ă δ{2, for every t P r0, ns,
dpgtpwq, gn`tpzqq ă δ{2, for every t P r0, ss, and
gmpzq “ z,
where |m´pn`sq| ă δ{2, w “ wpgnpxq, xq and s “ spgnpxq, xq. In simpler terms we
have two geodesic segments, the geodesic segment obtained by flowing time n from
x and the geodesic segment obtained by flowing time s from w. We use the local
product structure to shadow the two segments, and then use the closing lemma to
get a periodic orbit based at z, as described above.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. We will first deal with the case where
ş
ϕdµ ą ´8. Note
that since ϕ is bounded from above, we have βpϕq ă `8. It is enough to prove the
inequality when |µ| ą 0, otherwise the result follows from the fact β8pϕq ď βpϕq.
We will moreover assume that βpϕq ě 0, otherwise we can replace ϕ by ϕ` C, for
a sufficiently large constant C.
Fix a large compact set K of X contained in the non-wandering set of the
geodesic flow such that µpBKq “ 0, and µpKq ą 0.
Let Y be the set of points in X that visit K under non-positive and non-negative
times. For x P Y we define n1pxq and n2pxq as the smallest non-negative real
numbers such that g´n1pxqx P K, and gn2pxqpxq P K. For x P Y we define npxq :“
n1pxq ` n2pxq. For r P r0,`8q define the sets
Nr “ tx P Y : npxq “ ru, Ar “
ď
tPr0,rq
Nt and Br “
ď
tPrr,`8q
Nt.
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Let Q be the subset of r0,`8q such that µpNmq “ 0 for every m P Q. Observe
that if x P BAm, then x P gn1pxqBK Y g´n2pxqBK YNm. In particular µpBAmq “ 0
for every m P Q. The set Q is equal to r0,`8q after removing a countable set.
Observe also that the set Ar is bounded for every r P r0,`8q, so in particular
Ir :“ inf
xPAr
ϕpxq and Mr :“ sup
xPAr
ϕpxq,
are finite.
For x P K, we say that rp, qq is an excursion of x into Br if gtpxq P Br for every
t P pp, qq, gppxq P K and gqpxq P K.
Fix ǫ ą 0. Since ϕ is uniformly continuous, there exists δ0 ą 0 such that if
dpx, yq ă δ0, then |ϕpxq ´ ϕpyq| ă ǫ. We set L0 “ Lpδ0,Kq and N0 “ Npδ0,Kq as
in the paragraph below the statement of Proposition 3.3.
Let η P Mpgq be an ergodic measure such that ϕ is η-integrable and ηpKq ą 0.
Fix x P K a generic point of η. By the Birkhoff ergodic theorem we have
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
ϕpgspxqqds “
ż
ϕdη, and lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
ϕpgspxqq1Ampgspxqqds “
ż
Am
ϕdη,
where 1S is the characteristic function of S Ď X and m ě N0. We decompose the
interval r0,`8q in terms of excursions of x into Bm. More precisely,
r0,`8q “ ra1, b1q Y rb1, c1q Y ra2, b2q Y rb2, c2q Y . . . ,
where rbi, ciq is an excursion of x into Bm and rai, biq are the complementary in-
tervals. Note that gbipxq P K and gcipxq P K, and that ci ´ bi ě m. In particular
we can consider the periodic point zi :“ zpgbipxq, ci ´ bi, δ0q, where gmipziq “ zi,
and |mi ´ pci ´ bi ` siq| ă δ0{2. Here si “ spgbipxq, gcipxqq. Moreover, since ϕ is
uniformly continuous, we have thatż ci
bi
ϕpgtpxqqdt ă
ż ci´bi
0
ϕpgtpziqqdt` ǫpci ´ biq.(5)
Since
mi ´ pci ´ biq ă si `
δ0
2
ď L0 `
δ0
2
,(6)
we get that gtpziq P AL0`δ0 , for every t P rci ´ bi,mis. We conclude that
R :“ mint0, pL0 ` δ0{2qIL0`δ0u ď
ż mi
ci´bi
ϕpgtpziqqdt.(7)
Combining (5), (6) and (7) we get thatż ci
bi
ϕpgtpxqqdt ă
ż mi
0
ϕpgtpziqqdt` ǫpci ´ biq ´R
ď miβpϕq ` ǫpci ´ biq ´R
ď pci ´ biqpβpϕq ` ǫq ` pL0 ` δ0{2qβpϕq ´R.
Therefore
1
cn
ż cn
0
ϕpgtpxqqdt ď
pn
cn
pβpϕq ` ǫq `
n
cn
C `
1
cn
nÿ
i“1
ż bi
ai
ϕpgtpxqqdt
“
pn
cn
pβpϕq ` ǫq `
n
cn
C `
1
cn
ż cn
0
ϕpgtpxqq1Ampgtpxqqdt
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where pn :“
řn
i“1pci ´ biq, C :“ pL0`
δ0
2
qβpϕq ´R, and we used that the intervals
pai, biq are precisely the times t where gtpxq belongs to Am. Notice that
lim
nÑ`8
pn
cn
“ lim
nÑ`8
1
cn
ż cn
0
1Bmpgspxqqds “ ηpBmq.
Since cn ě
řn
i“1pci ´ biq ě nm, then
1
m
ě n
cn
. Sending n to infinity we get thatż
ϕdη ď ηpBmqpβpϕq ` ǫq `
1
m
C `
ż
Am
ϕdη.(8)
We now return to the sequence pµnqn. Since pµnqn converges vaguely to µ we
know that µnpKq ą 0, for large enough n. Without loss of generality we can assume
that µnpKq ą 0, and that ϕ is µn-integrable for all n P N (otherwise there is nothing
to prove). It follows from (8), thatż
ϕdµn ď µnpBmqpβpϕq ` ǫq `
1
m
C `
ż
Am
ϕdµn,(9)
for every n P N. Since Am is relatively compact and µpBAmq “ 0, for every m P Q,
we conclude that
lim
nÑ`8
ż
Am
ϕdµn “
ż
Am
ϕdµ, and lim
nÑ`8
µnpBmq “ 1´ µpAmq.
Combining this with (9) we get
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn ď p1´ µpAmqqpβpϕq ` ǫq `
1
m
C `
ż
Am
ϕdµ,
for everym P QXrn0,`8q. Finally takem to infinity and note that C is a constant
independent of m (it only depends on ϕ, ǫ and K). Since ǫ ą 0 was arbitrary this
concludes the proof of (4).
It remains to consider the case where
ş
ϕdµ “ ´8. For h ă 0 we define the
potential ϕh : X Ñ R, by ϕhpxq “ maxtϕpxq, hu. Since
ş
ϕhdµ ą ´8 we can use
what we proved in the case above for the potential ϕh, more precisely, that
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
ϕhdµn ď
ż
ϕhdµ` p1´ }µ}qβpϕhq.
Combining the inequality above with
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn ď lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
ϕhdµn, and lim
hÑ´8
ż
ϕhdµ “ ´8,
we conclude that lim supnÑ`8
ş
ϕdµn “ ´8, as desired. 
Remark 3.4. For bounded potentials it follows from the narrow-density of ergodic
measures that Proposition 3.3 holds for sequences of non-ergodic measures. For
general bounded from above potentials the same can be obtained adapting the proof
of [IV, Proposition 6.14] to our setting.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let ψ P C0pXq be a positive function. By Proposition 3.3
we know that
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
pϕ ´ tψqdµn ď
ż
pϕ´ tψqdµ` p1´ }µ}qβpϕ´ tψq,
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for every t P R. Since ψ P C0pXq we know that limnÑ`8
ş
ψdµn “
ş
ψdµ. We
conclude that
lim sup
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn ď
ż
ϕdµ` p1´ }µ}qβpϕ´ tψq,
for every t P R. Send t to infinity and use Lemma 3.2 to conclude the proof of the
theorem. 
Remark 3.5. In virtue of Remark 3.4 it is possible to prove that Theorem 1.2 is
sharp. Let µ PMpgq and λ P r0, 1s. We claim it is possible to construct a sequence
of probability measures which converges vaguely to λµ and realize the equality in
Theorem 1.2. By definition there exists a sequence pµnqn in Mpgq which converges
vaguely to the zero measure and such that limnÑ`8
ş
ϕdµn “ β8pϕq. Define νn “
λµ` p1´ λqµn, and notice that pνnqn converges vaguely to λµ, and
lim
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdνn “ λ
ż
ϕdµ` p1´ λqβ8pϕq.
Our next result and its corollary follow directly from Theorem 1.2 and the com-
pactness of Mď1pgq with respect to the vague topology.
Proposition 3.6. Let ϕ be a bounded from above and uniformly continuous poten-
tial. Let pµnqn be a sequence of ergodic measures in Mpgq such that
lim
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn “ βpϕq.
(1) Suppose that β8pϕq ă βpϕq. Then every accumulation point of pµnqn, with
respect to the vague topology, is a maximizing measure of ϕ.
(2) If there is no maximizing measure of ϕ, then pµnqn converges vaguely to
the zero measure. In particular, we get β8pϕq “ βpϕq.
(3) The accumulation points of pµnqn, with respect to the vague topology, is
contained in
S “ tµ PMď1pgq : µ “ λν, where λ P r0, 1s and ν maximizes ϕu.
Moreover, each measure in S can be obtained as the limit of a sequence
pνnqn so that limnÑ`8
ş
ϕdνn “ βpϕq.
Corollary 3.7. Let ϕ be a bounded from above and uniformly continuous potential
such that β8pϕq ă βpϕq. Then there exists a maximizing measure for ϕ.
It follows from Proposition 3.6p2q that the only obstruction to the existence of
a maximizing measure is the full escape of mass. This result should be compared
with [V2, Theorem 5.2], where an analogous result is obtained for the entropy map.
We finish this section with the construction of a family of potentials that do not
admit a maximizing measure (compare with Proposition 3.1).
Example 3.8. Assume that pM, gq is not convex cocompact. Given a compact set
K0 Ď X , define
ϕpxq “
dpx,K0q
1` dpx,K0q
,
where dpx,Kq denotes the distance from x to the compact set K0. By construction,
the potential ϕ is Lipschitz, positive and bounded from above by 1. We claim that
ϕ does not admit any maximizing measure. First note that β8pϕq ď βpϕq ď 1.
On the other hand, for any ε ą 0 there exists a compact set Kε Ď X such that
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ϕpxq ě 1 ´ ε, for every x P XzKε. In particular, if pµnqn is a sequence in Mpgq
converging vaguely to zero, then
lim
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdµn ě lim
nÑ`8
ż
XzKε
ϕdµn ě 1´ ε.
Since ε was arbitrary, we conclude that β8pϕq ě 1. It follows that β8pϕq “ βpϕq “
1. Since ϕpxq ă 1 for every x P X , there is no measure inMpgq such that
ş
ϕdµ “ 1.
4. Ground states at zero temperature
We first define the class of potentials we will be interested in.
Definition 4.1. We say that ϕ belongs to F if ϕ is Ho¨lder continuous, ϕ P C0pXq
and βpϕq ą 0.
It follows by definition that P ptϕq ě βptϕq “ tβpϕq, for all t ě 0. In particular,
if βpϕq ą 0, then P ptϕq ą h8pgq, for sufficiently large t. We define
tϕ :“ inftt P R : P psϕq ą h8pgq, for all s ą tu.
By Theorem 2.13 and Lemma 2.14 we know tϕ has a unique equilibrium state for
all t P ptϕ,`8q. We denote by mtϕ the equilibrium state of tϕ if this exists. For
the rest of this section we will always assume ϕ P F . Our next lemmas state that
the family of equilibrium states pmtϕqtątϕ and their entropies phpmtϕqqtątϕ vary
continuously on ptϕ,`8q
Lemma 4.2. The map t ÞÑ mtϕ is continuous in ptϕ,`8q relative to the narrow
topology.
Proof. Let t0 P ptϕ,`8q and ptnqnPN a sequence such that tn Ñ t0 as n Ñ `8.
We want to prove that pmtnϕqn converges to mt0ϕ in the narrow topology. By
compactness of Mď1pgq relative to the vague topology, we can assume, maybe
after passing to a subsequence, that pmtnϕqn converges vaguely to ν P Mď1pgq.
Hence, Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 2.12 imply
P pt0ϕq “ lim
nÑ`8
P ptnϕq “ lim
nÑ`8
ˆ
hpmtnϕq ` tn
ż
ϕdmtnϕ
˙
ď }ν}hpνq ` p1 ´ }ν}qh8 ` t0
ż
ϕdν
“ }ν}
ˆ
hpνq ` t0
ż
ϕdν
˙
` p1´ }ν}qh8
ď }ν}P pt0ϕq ` p1´ }ν}qh8.
Since t0 ą tϕ we have P pt0ϕq ą h8, and therefore }ν} “ 1. In particular, by Propo-
sition 2.4, the sequence pmtnϕqn converges to ν in the narrow topology. Moreover,
the measure ν is an equilibrium measure for the potential t0ϕ, so by Theorem 2.13
we conclude that ν “ mt0ϕ. Since the argument holds for any subsequence of ptnqn
we conclude the result. 
Proposition 4.3. The map t ÞÑ hpmtϕq is continuous in ptϕ,`8q.
Proof. Observe that hpmtϕq “ P ptϕq ´ t
ş
ϕdmtϕ, for every t P ptϕ,`8q. Then use
the continuity of the pressure map and Lemma 4.2. 
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We now study the behavior of the sequence pmtϕqtątϕ and the corresponding
entropies as t goes to infinity. It is convenient to define the following set
Gϕ :“ tµ PMď1pgq : Dptnqn Õ `8, such that pmtnϕqn converges vaguely to µu.
An element in Gϕ is called a ground state at zero temperature of ϕ. We will first
prove that every measure in Gϕ is a maximizing measure for ϕ. In the compact case
this is a standard fact; in our context this is not automatic as in general a potential
might not even have a maximizing measure. We first rule out the possible escape
of mass.
Lemma 4.4. If µ P Gϕ, then }µ} “ 1.
Proof. Let ptnqn be an increasing sequence of real numbers converging to `8 such
that mtnϕ converges vaguely to µ. By Lemma 2.12, we haveż
ϕdµ “ lim
nÑ`8
ż
ϕdmtnϕ.
The assumption βpϕq ą 0 and the convexity of the pressure map implies that the
map t ÞÑ
ş
ϕdmtϕ is strictly increasing in ps,`8q for some sufficiently large s.
In particular,
ş
ϕdµ is positive and }µ} ą 0. On the other hand, the variational
principle implies that
hpµq ` tn
ż
ϕdµ ď hpmtnϕq ` tn
ż
ϕdmtnϕ,
where µ is the normalization of µ. Dividing by tn above and taking limit as nÑ `8
we conclude that
ş
ϕdµ ď
ş
ϕdµ, and therefore }µ} “ 1. 
Lemma 4.5. A measure µ P Gϕ is a maximizing measure for ϕ.
Proof. Note first that β8pϕq “ 0 since ϕ vanishes at infinity. Therefore, since we
are assuming βpϕq ą 0, the conclusion (1) in Proposition 3.6 implies that there
exists ν P Mpgq such that
ş
ϕdν “ βpϕq. Let ptnqn Õ `8 be such that pmtnϕqn
converges vaguely to µ. Then, by the variational principle, we get
hpνq ` tn
ż
ϕdν ď hpmtnϕq ` tn
ż
ϕdmtnϕ.
Dividing by tn and taking limit as n Ñ `8, we obtain βpϕq ď
ş
ϕdµ. Since the
other inequality follows by definition (see Lemma 4.4), we conclude that µ is a
maximizing measure for the potential ϕ. 
Proposition 4.6. All ground states at zero temperature have the same measure-
theoretic entropy. Moreover, the function t ÞÑ hpmtϕq converges as tÑ `8 and
hpµq “ lim
tÑ`8
hpmtϕq,
for all µ P Gϕ.
Proof. Let µ P Gϕ and ptnqn Õ `8 so that pmtnϕqn converges vaguely to µ. By
variational principle and maximality of µ (see Lemma 4.5), we get
hpµq ` t
ż
ϕdµ ď hpmtϕq ` t
ż
ϕdmtϕ ď hpmtϕq ` t
ż
ϕdµ.
Therefore hpµq ď hpmtϕq, for all t P ptϕ,`8q. We conclude that
hpµq ď lim inf
tÑ`8
hpmtϕq.
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Combining this with the upper semi-continuity of the entropy map we obtain
lim sup
nÑ`8
hpmtnϕq ď hpµq ď lim inf
tÑ`8
hpmtϕq.
It follows that
hpµq “ lim inf
nÑ`8
hpmtϕq “: h,(10)
for all µ P Gϕ. If lim supnÑ`8 hpmtϕq ą h, then we can choose a sequence psnqn Õ
`8 so that limnÑ`8 hpmsnϕq ą h. Since pmsnϕqn has a subsequence converging
to some µ0 P Gϕ, this would contradict (10) for µ0. 
Note that Lemma 4.4, Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.6 put together complete
the proof of Theorem 1.3.
In light of Proposition 4.6 we define
hϕ :“ lim
tÑ`8
hpmtϕq,
and note that hpµq “ hϕ, for all µ P Gϕ. The number hϕ is the largest entropy a
maximizing measure can have, as the following simple lemma states.
Lemma 4.7. Let ν be a maximizing measure for ϕ. Then hpνq ď hϕ.
Proof. By variational principle and maximality of ν, we know that
hpνq ` t
ż
ϕdν ď hpmtϕq ` t
ż
ϕdmtϕ ď hpmtϕq ` t
ż
ϕdν,
and therefore hpνq ď hpmtϕq. Use Proposition 4.6 to conclude the lemma. 
In general, for a given ϕ, the calculation of hϕ is a hard problem. Our next
lemma provides a simple situation where hϕ takes a simpler form.
Lemma 4.8. Let K Ď X be a g-invariant compact set. Suppose that ϕpxq “ }ϕ}
if and only if x P K. Then hϕ “ htoppg|Kq. Morever, every measure µ P Gϕ is a
measure of maximal entropy of pK, g|Kq.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 we know µ P Gϕ is a maximizing measure of ϕ. In particular,
its support must be contained in K. The variational principle on pK, g|Kq gives
us that hpµq ď htoppg|Kq. Let ν be a measure of maximal entropy of the system
pK, g|Kq. Such a measure may not be unique, however it exists as a consequence of
the upper-semicontinuity of the entropy map. Note that this measure is maximal
by the assumption on ϕ. Then for large enough t, we have
hpνq ` t
ż
ϕdν ď hpmtϕq ` t
ż
ϕdmtϕ ď hpmtϕq ` t
ż
ϕdν.
So hpνq ď hpmtϕq. It follows by Lemma 4.8 that htoppg|Kq “ hpνq ď hpµq. 
The lemma above states in particular that, whenever a potential reaches its max-
imum in a disjoint finite union of compact sets, the support of any ground state at
zero temperature privileges compact sets having larger entropy. This phenomenon
can be stated as follows.
Corollary 4.9. Let ψ P F be a potential whose maximum is reached precisely on a
g-invariant compact set C Ď X and G|C ą 0. Suppose that C is the disjoint union
of two g-invariant compact sets C´ and C` such that htoppg|C
`q ą htoppg|C
´q.
Then any measure µ in Gψ is supported on C
`. In particular, for every ε ą 0 and
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every neighborhood V ` of C` disjoint from C´, there exists TC ą 0 such that for
every t ě TC, we have
mtψpV
`q ą 1´ ε.
It worth mentioning that the topological entropy of the geodesic flow can be
approximated by the topological entropy of g-invariant compact sets (see the proof
of [PPS, Lemma 6.7], or [OP]). We conclude the following.
Corollary 4.10. Ground states at zero temperature can have entropy arbitrarily
close to htoppgq.
The two sections that follow are devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.4, that is, to
the study of uniqueness and non-uniqueness of ground states at zero temperature.
4.1. Unique ground states at zero temperature. In this section we state a
simple condition which ensures that pmtϕqtątϕ is convergent as tÑ `8, or equiva-
lently, that Gϕ has a single element. We will use this result to prove that equilibrium
states are dense in Mď1pgq and that the geodesic flow verifies the intermediate en-
tropy property.
Proposition 4.11. Let K Ď X be a g-invariant compact set which supports a
unique measure of maximal entropy µK . If ϕ reaches its maximum precisely at K,
then mtϕ converge to µK as tÑ `8.
Proof. Use Lemma 4.8 to conclude that µK is the unique element in Gϕ. 
Recall that if x P X is a periodic point, we denote by µOpxq the periodic measure
supported on the periodic orbit Opxq (see (2)).
Proposition 4.12. Each periodic measure µOpxq is the ground state at zero tem-
perature of some positive potential ϕ P F .
Proof. Set K “ Opxq and define ϕ : X Ñ R by
ϕpxq “
1
1` dpx,Kq
.
By construction, the potential ϕ is positive, 1-Lipschitz and maximal in K. Note
that, for any t ą 0, the equilibrium measure mtϕ is well defined. Since g|K is
uniquely ergodic, we get the convergence of pmtϕqt to µOpxq, as tÑ `8. 
We say that a dynamical system pX,T q has the intermediate entropy property
if for every c P p0, htoppT qq there exists an ergodic T -invariant probability measure
with entropy equal to c, where htoppT q is the supremum of the entropy of T -invariant
probability measures.
Corollary 4.13. The geodesic flow has the intermediate entropy property.
Proof. Let Opxq be a periodic orbit of the geodesic flow and ϕ the potential defined
in Proposition 4.12. Note that Gϕ “ tµOpxqu and tϕ “ 0. Observe that
lim
tÑ0
hpmtq “ htoppgq, and lim
tÑ`8
hpmtq “ 0
so Proposition 4.3 implies that any value in p0, htoppgqq is reached as entropy of
some measure mtϕ, which is precisely the intermediate entropy property since mtϕ
is ergodic for any t ą 0. 
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We now prove that equilibrium states are dense in Mpgq. This generalizes the
main result in [Be] to arbitrary pinched negatively curved manifolds.
Corollary 4.14. Equilibrium states are dense in Mpgq relative to the narrow topol-
ogy. If pM, gq is not convex cocompact, then equilibrium states are dense in Mď1pgq
relative to the vague topology.
Proof. The set of periodic measures is dense inMpgq relative to the narrow topology
and if pM, gq is not convex cocompact then this is still true in Mď1pgq relative to
the vague topology (see Remark 2.5). By Proposition 4.12 we can approximate
any periodic measure with equilibrium states, and therefore the same holds for an
arbitrary invariant measure. 
Ground states at zero temperature do not need to be ergodic. We now construct
a potential ϕ P F having a unique non-ergodic ground state at zero temperature.
Lemma 4.15. Let K Ď X be a g-invariant compact set which supports a unique
measure of maximal entropy for pK, g|Kq. Assume the existence of an order 2
symmetry S : X Ñ X such that KXSpKq “ H. Then, there exists a potential ϕ P F
such that mtϕ converge as t Ñ `8 to a unique non-ergodic measure supported on
K Y SpKq.
Proof. Define C “ K Y SpKq and set
ϕpxq :“
1
1` dpx,Cq
.
By construction, the potential ϕ attains its maximum exactly on C and ϕ P F .
Moreover, we have ϕ ˝S “ ϕ. Let ptnqn Õ `8 be a sequence of real numbers such
that pmtnϕqn converge to µ P Gϕ as nÑ `8. Then
S˚µ “ S˚
ˆ
lim
nÑ`8
mtnϕ
˙
“ lim
nÑ`8
S˚mtnϕ
“ lim
nÑ`8
mtnpϕ˝Sq “ limnÑ`8
mtnϕ
“ µ.
Hence, we have S˚µ “ µ and hpµq “ htoppg|Cq “ htoppg|Kq by Lemma 4.8. In
particular, we conclude that µ “ 1
2
pν ` S˚νq, where ν is the measure of maximal
entropy for pK, g|Kq. Note that µ is not ergodic, and since we found a formula for
µ, this measure is unique. 
Remark 4.16. Let ι : X Ñ X be the flip map, that is ιpxq “ ´x, where ´pz, ~uq “
pz,´~uq for any z P M and ~u P T 1pM . If dS denotes the Sasaki metric on X,
then ι is an order 2 symmetry of X relative to dS . In particular, any negatively
curved manifold admits a potential with unique non-ergodic ground state at zero
temperature.
4.2. Non-unique ground states at zero temperature. In this section we con-
struct a potential ϕ P F for which Gϕ has more than one element, or equivalently,
so that the sequence pmtϕqtątϕ is divergent as t Ñ `8. We saw in Corollary 4.9
that ground states at zero temperature have preference to be supported on sets
with large entropy (among components with largest value of the potential); this
fact will play a fundamental role in the proof of the following result.
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Theorem 4.17. There exists a Lipschitz potential ϕ P F having at least two ground
states at zero temperature.
The construction of such a potential follows closely the proof of Corollary 1.1
in [CR], and it is based in the following steps. First, we consider two disjoint g-
invariant compact sets K´ and K` having the same topological entropy. Both
compact sets verify
K˘ “
č
ně1
K˘n ,
where pK˘n qn is a decreasing sequence of g-invariant compact sets. The compact
sets of each sequence are defined in such a way that, if we define
Y `n`1 “ K
`
n YK
´
n`1 and Y
´
n`1 “ K
`
n`1 YK
´
n ,
then
htoppg|Y
`
n`1q “ htoppg|K
`
n q and htoppg|Y
´
n`1q “ htoppg|K
´
n q.
We stress the fact that the topology of the symbolic space, which is the setting
in [CR], makes the construction of the compact sets K˘n easier to obtain. In our
case, we have to deal with the geometry of the manifold, so this step is done in a
completely different way. Second, if we consider the potentials
(11) ϕ˘n pxq “
1
1` dpx, Y ˘n q
,
then the corresponding ground states at zero temperature will be supported on
K˘n´1, for n ě 2. Third, for a sequence pεkqk of real numbers decreasing to 0, there
exist two sequences of real numbers pδkqk decreasing to 0, and ptkqk increasing to
`8, such that if
(12) ϕnpxq “
nÿ
k“1
δkϕ
spkq
k pxq,
then ϕn converges (in the Lipschitz norm) to the desired potential ϕ. Here spkq is
the symbol ` or ´ depending respectively on k being odd or even. We also have
(13) }ϕ´ ϕn}Lip ă δn
and
(14) mtnϕpU
spnqq ą 1´ εn,
where U´ and U` are two given disjoint neighborhoods of K´ and K`. Thus for
n odd the sequence pmtnϕqn has limit measures supported on K
`, and for n even
pmtnϕqn has limit measures supported on K
´. We remark that the role of the
numbers δk in the definition of ϕn is to exchange the locus of maximality of the
potential, and therefore to alternate the support of the measuresmtϕ for large t ą 0.
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 4.17 we will prove two preliminary results.
The first one is related to the choice of the numbers δn and tn mentioned above,
and the second to the existence of the compact sets K˘ and K˘n .
For a potential ϕ : X Ñ R, we have }ϕ}8 “ supxPX |ϕpxq|. Define
|ϕ|Lip :“ sup
"
|ϕpxq ´ ϕpx1q|
dpx, x1q
: x, x1 P X, x ‰ x1
*
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and
}ϕ}Lip :“ }ϕ}8 ` |ϕ|Lip.
A potential ϕ : X Ñ R is Lipschitz continuous if }ϕ}Lip ă `8. Finally note that
the space of Lipschitz continuous potentials with the norm }¨}Lip is a Banach space.
Lemma 4.18. Let ψ P F be a Lipschitz potential and let τ ą tψ be given. Then
for any ε ą 0 and f P C0pXq there exists σ ą 0 such that, whenever
}ψ ´ ϕ}Lip ă σ, ϕ P F ,
we have ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
fdmτψ ´
ż
fdmτϕ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ă ε.
Proof. We argue by contradiction and assume that there exists ε0 ą 0 and f P
C0pXq such that there is a sequence pϕnqn of Lipschitz potentials in F which
converge to ψ and
ˇˇş
fdmτψ ´
ş
fdmτϕn
ˇˇ
ě ε0. In particular pmτϕnqn does not
converge vaguely to mτψ as n Ñ `8. We claim that this is not possible. Indeed,
since the topological pressure is continuous with respect to the uniform norm, for
ν PMď1pgq an accumulation measure of pmτϕnqn we have
P pτψq “ lim
nÑ`8
P pτϕnq
ď νpXqhpνq ` p1´ νpXqqh8 ` τ
ż
ψdν
ď νpXqP pτψq ` p1´ νpXqqh8pgq
ď P pτψq.
In the last inequality we used that since τ ą tψ , then P pτψq ą h8pgq. Note that the
inequalities above imply νpXq “ 1 and that ν “ mτψ, which is a contradiction. 
We will now construct the compact sets described below the statement of The-
orem 4.17. A group G ď IsopĂMq is a Schottky group generated by two hyperbolic
isometries g1, g2 P IsopĂMq if for each i P t1, 2u there exists a compact neighborhood
C`i of the attracting fixed point of gi, and a compact neighborhood C
´
i of the
repelling fixed point of gi, such that
gipB8ĂMzC´i q Ď C`i ,
g´1i pB8
ĂMzC`i q Ď C´i ,
and the sets C`1 , C
´
1 , C
`
2 , C
´
2 are pairwise disjoint. For such G ď Isop
ĂMq we say
that ĂM{G is a Schottky manifold. It is a well known fact that a Schottky manifold
is convex cocompact.
Proposition 4.19. There exists g-invariant compact sets K˘n , such that
K` “
č
ně1
K`n and K
´ “
č
ně1
K´n
have the same topological entropy, and for every n ě 1
(i) K´n XK
`
n “ H,
(ii) K˘n`1 Ď K
˘
n ,
(iii) htoppg|K
´
n`1q ă htoppg|K
`
n q and htoppg|K
`
n`1q ă htoppg|K
´
n q.
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Proof. Recall that X “ T 1ĂM{Γ, where Γ ď IsopĂMq. The non-elementary assump-
tion on Γ implies the existence of hyperbolic isometries h´1 , h
´
2 , h
`
1 and h
`
2 such
that
Γ` “ xh`1 , h
`
2 y, and Γ
´ “ xh´1 , h
´
2 y
are Schottky groups (see [DP] for further details). Let us denote by p˘ : T 1ĂM{Γ˘ Ñ
X the natural projections on the corresponding quotient manifolds. Up to large
enough powers of the isometries, we can also assume that
p´pΩΓ´q X p
`pΩΓ`q “ H,
where ΩΓ˘ is the non-wandering set of the geodesic flow on T
1ĂM{Γ˘. More gener-
ally, define
Γ˘n “ xh
˘
1 , ph
˘
2 q
2ny
and let
p˘n : rX{Γ˘n Ñ X
be the natural projection onto X . Finally, set
K˘n “ p
˘
n pΩΓ˘n q.
Note that
K` :“
č
ně1
K`n and K
´ :“
č
ně1
K´n
are the periodic orbits induced by the hyperbolic isometries h`1 and h
´
1 respec-
tively. In particular, the topological entropies of K´ and K` are both equal to 0.
Properties piq and piiq follow immediately from the definition of the compact sets.
To finish the proof of Proposition 4.19 we will need the following result.
Lemma 4.20. We have
(15) htoppg|K
˘
n q “ δpΓ
˘
n q
and
(16) δpΓ˘n q Œ 0 as nÑ `8.
Proof. Note first that there is a finite-to-one semi-conjugacy between the geodesic
flow g : T 1ĂM{Γ˘n Ñ T 1ĂM{Γ˘n restricted to its non-wandering set and g|K˘n . By
[B1, Theorem 17] we know that the topological entropy of both dynamical systems
coincide, and Theorem 2.7 imply that the exact value is δpΓ˘n q; this proves (15).
To prove (16) we will use Proposition 2.1. Note first that δpΓ˘n q ą 0, because Γ
˘
n
is non-elementary. Moreover, since Γ˘n is convex cocompact we know it is divergent
and verifies LpΓ˘n`1q ‰ LpΓ
˘
n q for every n P N, so δpΓ
˘
n`1q ă δpΓ
˘
n q. The fact that
δpΓ˘n q converges to 0 as n Ñ `8 follows from a calculation identical to the one
used in the proof of [IRV, Proposition 5.3], where we replace the parabolic isometry
p by a hyperbolic element h, and δpxpyq by δpxhyq, respectively. 
By the lemma above, up to a re-enumeration of the compact sets we constructed,
we can alternate their topological entropies as desired. This finishes the proof of
Proposition 4.19. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.17. Let K˘ and K˘n be the g-invariant compact sets con-
structed in Proposition 4.19. We also consider U´ and U` disjoint open neigh-
borhoods of K´1 and K
`
1 respectively. Define Y
˘
n by
Y `n`1 “ K
`
n YK
´
n`1 and Y
´
n`1 “ K
`
n`1 YK
´
n .
Note that č
ně1
Y `n “
č
ně1
Y ´n “ K :“ K
` YK´.
Consider the family of potentials ϕ˘n defined by equation (11) and take any sequence
of real numbers pεkqk converging to 0. We will construct the potentials ϕn as in
(12) inductively. Set δ1 “ 1 and assume that δ1, . . . , δk and t1, . . . , tk´1 are given.
Use Corollary 4.9 for ψ “ ϕk, C
` “ K
spkq
n , C´ “ Y
spkq
k`1 zK
spkq
k , ε “ εk{3 and
V ` “ Uspkq, to obtain tk “ maxtTC , tk´1 ` ku. For every k ě 1, let f
˘
k P CcpXq
be such that
(17) f˘k pxq “
"
1 , if x P K˘k
0 , if x P XzU˘,
and
(18)
ż
f˘k dmtkϕk ě mtkϕkpU
˘q ´
εk
3
.
Using Lemma 4.18 for ψ “ ϕk, τ “ tk, ε “ εk{3 and f “ f
spkq
k , we define δk`1 “
mintδk{2, σu. We will now show that the formula
ϕpxq “
8ÿ
k“1
δkϕ
spkq
k pxq
defines a potential in F which attains its maximum exactly on K and that verifies
(13) and (14). Note first that, by definition, we have |ϕ˘k | ď 1 for every k ě 1.
Since δk ď 1{2
k´1, the function ϕ is pointwise well defined and |ϕpxq| ď 2 for every
x P X . A similar argument together with the fact that ϕ˘k is 1-Lipschitz for every
k ě 1, shows that ϕ is a 2-Lipschitz potential. Note also that Y ˘n`1 Ď Y
˘
n , so
|ϕ˘k pxq| ď |ϕ
˘
1 | for every k ě 1. In particular, the potential ϕ vanishes at infinity.
Also note that Mpϕq ą 0, hence ϕ P F .
To prove (13), observe that
}ϕ´ ϕn}8 “ sup
xPX
|ϕpxq ´ ϕnpxq| ď sup
xPX
8ÿ
k“n`1
δk|ϕ
spkq
k pxq|
ď sup
xPX
δn`1
8ÿ
k“n`1
δk
δn`1
|ϕ
spkq
k pxq|
ď sup
xPX
δn`1
8ÿ
k“n`1
1
2k´n
ď δn`1.
A similar argument shows that in fact we have the same inequality for the Lipschitz
norm. Now we just need to prove that (14) holds. Using (17) and the conclusion
of Lemma 4.18 we obtain
(19) mtnϕpU
spnqq “
ż
1Uspnqdmtnϕ ě
ż
ϕspnqn dmtnϕ ě
ż
ϕspnqn dmtnϕn ´
εn
3
.
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Inequalities (18) and (19) give us
(20) mtnϕpU
spnqq ě mtnϕnpU
spnqq ´
2εn
3
.
Finally, the conclusion of Corollary 4.9 states that
mtnϕnpU
spnqq ě 1´
εn
3
,
which together with inequality (20) imply (14). 
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